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CERTIFICATE AS TO PARTIES, RULINGS, AND RELATED CASES

Pursuant to the Court’s order dated October 3, 2007 and Circuit Rule

28(a)(1), Petitioner FedEx Home Delivery ("FHD" or "Company") submits this

certificate as to parties, rulings, and related cases.

A. Parties and Amiei

FHD was the Respondent in the proceedings before the National Labor

Relations Board ("NLRB") and is the Petitioner in this Court. FHD is a separate

operating division of FedEx Ground Package System, Inc. engaged in small

package delivery throughout the United States. FedEx Ground Package System,

Inc. is a federally registered motor carrier and a wholly owned subsidiary of FedEx

Corporation, a publicly held company.

The NLRB is the Respondent in this Court. The NLRB has filed a cross-

application for enforcement in Case No. 07-1436, which has been consolidated

with FHD’s petition for review.

The International Brotherhood of Teamsters, Local Union No. 25 was the

Charging Party in the proceedings before the NLRB (and the Petitioner in the

underlying representation case proceedings) and is an Intervenor in this Court.

The American Trucking Associations, Inc. ("ATA") and The Chamber of

Commerce of the United States of America (the "Chamber") have been granted

leave to participate as amicus curiae.



B. Rulings under Review

The rulings under review are the NLRB’s decision and order entered on

September 28, 2007, which is reported at 351 N.L.R.B. No. 16, and its conclusions

in the underlying representation cases, including the Regional Director’s Decision

and Direction of Election dated September 20, 2006, the NLRB’s November 8,

2006 Order denying FHD’s Request for Review, the Administrative Law Judge’s

Report on Objections dated February 16, 2007, and the NLRB’s Decision and

Certification of Representative dated June 18, 2007.

C. Related Cases

This case has not previously been before this Court, any other United States

court of appeals, or any other court in the District of Columbia. Counsel is

unaware of any related cases pending in this Court, any other United States court

of appeals, or any other court in the District of Columbia.

Respectfully submitted,

Allan W. Brown
Richard J. Hughes
FedEx Ground Package System, Inc.
1000 FedEx Drive
Moon Township, PA 15108
(412) 859-2278/58 06

Charles I. Cohen
Jonathan C. Fritts
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Washington, DC 20004
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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION

The Court has jurisdiction over FHD’s petition for review and the NLRB’s

cross-application for enforcement of its order pursuant to Section 10(e) and (f) of

the NLRA, 29 U.S.C. § 160(e) & (f). The NLRB asserted jurisdiction over the

unfair labor practice case below, and the underlying union representation case,

under Sections 9 and 10 of the NLRA, 29 U.S.C. §§ 159 & 160. The record of the

NLRB’s proceedings in the underlying union representation case are before the

Court in this unfair labor practice case under Section 9(d) of the NLRA, 29 U.S.C.

§ 159(d).

ooo
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PERTINENT STATUTORY PROVISIONS

Section 2(3)of the NLRA, 29 U.S.C. § 152(3~:

The term "employee" shall include any employee, and shall not be
limited to the employees of a particular employer, unless the Act [this
subchapter] explicitly states otherwise, and shall include any individual
whose work has ceased as a consequence of, or in connection with, any
current labor dispute or because of any unfair labor practice, and who has
not obtained any other regular and substantially equivalent employment, but
shall not include any individual employed as an agricultural laborer, or in
the domestic service of any family or person at his home, or any individual
employed by his parent or spouse, or any individual having the status of
an independent contractor, or any ind[ividual employed as a supervisor, or
any individual employed by an employer subject to the Railway Labor Act
[45 U.S.C. § 151 et seq.], as amended f~om time to time, or by any other
person who is not an employer as herein defined. (Emphasis added.)
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STATEMENT OF ISSUES FOR REVIEW

The issues presented by FHD’s petition for review are whether the NLRB

erred in:

1. Concluding that certain owner-operators who contract with FHD to

provide package delivery services in Boston and Wilmington,

Massachusetts are employees within the meaning of Section 2(3) of

the NLRA, 29 U.S.C. § 152(3) and are properly included in a

bargaining unit.

2. Excluding and disregarding evidence proffered by FI-ID, including

evidence relevant to entrepreneurial opportunity.

3. Overruling FHD’s objection to the elections based on the distribution

to voters of an altered sample, ballot by the International Brotherhood

of Teamsters, Local Union No. 25.

-X-



STATEMENT OF FACTS

To place this case and the following statement of facts into legal context, it

is important to understand that FedEx Ground developed its business model in

harmony with an established business and federal regulatory landscape that

recognizes the independent contractor status of owner-operators who contract with

companies to deliver goods. For example, in 1947 the Supreme Court found that

owner-operators of delivery trucks were independent contractors under the Social

Security Act. United States v. Silk, 331 U.S. 704, 719 (1947) (superseded by the

Social Security Act of 1948). In that same year, Congress enacted the "independent

contractor" exception to the NLRA. Since then, this Court and other circuit courts

have issued numerous decisions applying the independent contract exception to

owner-operators of delivery trucks. See, e.g., North American Van Lines, Inc. v.

NLRB, 869 F.2d 596 (D.C. Cir. t989); Merchants Home Delivery Service, Inc. v.

NLRB, 580 F.2d 966 (9th Cir. 1978).

FedEx Ground is registered with and regulated by the Federal Motor Carrier

Safety Administration ("FMCSA") and the United States Department of

Transportation ("DOT"). This regulatory system specifically recognizes the

prevalence of independent contractors in the interstate transportation industry. See,

e.g., 49 C.F.R. §§ 382.107, 383.5,390.5 (referring to independent owner-operator

contractors); 49 C.F.R. § 376.12(c)(4) (stating that control imposed by federal

-1-



lease requirements should have no bearing on employment status). The record

before the Court in this case includes the testimony of a former DOT attorney who

explained that, in developing, regulations, the government sought to preserve the

independent contractor business model because of its value to the industry. See

JA-311 JA-312 ("we wanted to be sure that the independent contractual

relationship was maintained because it’s an important ingredient to the industry").

1. Since Its Inception, FedEx Ground Has Contractedwith a Network of
Independent Owner-Operators to Deliver Packages.

FedEx Ground provides small package delivery throughout the country. JA-

720. Since its inception over 20 years ago,1 FedEx Ground has contracted with a

network of independent owner-operators who have an entrepreneurial incentive to

run efficient small package delivery service that is fully competitive with other

dominant participants in the industry. See JA-315 - JA-316, JA-720. FedEx

Ground’s independent contractor business model operates on a premise that those

directly involved in delivery will be more invested in their work and more

dedicated to providing excellent customer service because they have a personal and

financial stake in doing so. JA-8 (FHD seeks to contract with owner-operators

who have an "entrepreneurial spirit"), JA-734.

i Roadway Package System was established in 1985. JA-153. In 1998, FedEx

acquired RPS and subsequently changed its name to FedEx Ground Package
System, Inc. JA-6.
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II. FedEx Ground and Home Delivery Operations.

FedEx Ground has two operating divisions: the Ground Division, which

handles business-to-business deliveries, and the Home Delivery Division ("FHD or

"the Company"). JA-6. FHD was formed in 2000 to provide residential delivery.

JA-6, JA-325, JA-357. Contractors for FHD agree to arrange for the pick up of

packages tendered at FHD facilities and the delivery of the packages to various and

ever-changing residential destinations within a defined geographic area. JA-15,

JA-647, JA-720. As of August 2006, after only six years of FHD operations,

nearly 4,000 contractors delivered packages in over 5,000 service areas

nationwide. JA-7, JA-49 (footnote 9), JA-785.2

In July 2006, the Union filed two petitions with the NLRB seeking

representation elections for contractors at two FHD facilities in Wilmington,

Massachusetts: Jewel Drive (the "Boston facility") and Ballardvale Street (the

"Wilmington facility"). JA-7, JA-401 - JA-402. At that time, there were 22 and

16 contractors operating out of the Boston and Wilmington facilities, respectively.

JA-7, JA-453, JA-457 - JA-458, JA-555.

2 FHD proffered system-wide evidence that was improperly excluded by the

Regional Director. As FHD establishes herein, the Regional Director’s refusal to
consider relevant evidence probative of the key factor of entrepreneurial
opportunity was an error that requires reversal or remand.
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III. The Independent Contractor Relationship Is Established and Defined
by an Enforceable Operating Agreement.

The business relationships between contractors and the Company are

established by and carried out under a written contract called the Standard

Contractor Operating Agreement. JA- 10, JA-717. Contractors agree to supply

vehicles, drivers, and equipment to perform the contracted package deliveries. JA-

12, JA-720, JA-721. The Operating Agreement memorializes the parties’ mutual

intention to form an independent contractor relationship. JA- 10, JA-497 - JA-498,

JA-631, JA-720. At the time of contracting, contractors choose a 1 or 2-year term

for their agreement, and during this term FHD cannot unilaterally terminate the

agreement without cause or breach. JA-738. Contractors can enforce the

Agreement at any time and can compel arbitration for claims of unauthorized

termination under the Commercial Arbitration Rules. JA-740.

IV. The Operating Agreement and Contractor Ownership Rights under It
Provide Substantial Entrepreneurial Opportunities.

All contractors have significant entrepreneurial opportunities to establish

and grow their businesses at times and in ways they choose. These opportunities

are embodied in the Operating Agreement, and they include:

¯ vehicle ownership and freedom to use their vehicles as they see fit,

including for other commercial purposes;

¯ ownership of transferable, exclusive proprietary interests in service areas;

-4-



¯ ownership of staffing and management decisions, including hiring,

supervision, and compensation;

¯ control over the details of their work, including which routes to take, the

order of stops, and start, break, and stop times; and

¯ freedom to acquire and operate multiple vehicles and service areas, to

incorporate, and to expand, contract, and operate their businesses as they

see fit.

A. Contractors Make Substantial Investments to Own and Maintain
Deliver~ Vehicles, and Contractors Determine Vehicle Use.

Contractors own or lease the vehicles they use to deliver packages according

to their business needs. JA-12, JA-39. New vehicles cost $20,000 to $38,000,

depending on their capacity. JA-414 - JA-416, JA-441, JA-487. In addition to the

capital investment in vehicles, contractors incur the ongoing costs of operating

their vehicles, including regular maintenance, repairs, fuel, tolls, taxes, registration

fees, and licenses. JA-13, JA-510, JA-566, JA-721. Contractors agree that the

vehicles they use will meet certain minimum standards, such as safety standards

rooted in the Company’s responsibilities as a registered motor carrier (e.g.,

minimum tire tread). JA-12 - JA-13, JA-426, JA-675 - JA-676, JA-722. In

accordance with applicable DOT regulations, contractors agree to keep and provide

logs that document their vehicles’ maintenance and inspections. JA-14, JA-476,

JA-672, JA-722. Contractors provide other equipment they deem necessary to
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complete the work, including hand trucks, cellular telephones, pagers, laptop

computers, radios, and navigation systems. JA-159, JA-160 -JA-162, JA-509

JA-510, JA-564.3

Contractors decide whether to use their vehicles for other commercial or

personal purposes, and they agree to remove or mask FedEx markings at those

times. JA-14, JA-39, JA-448-JA-450, JA-513 JA-514, JA-678, JA-722. For

example, Boston facility contractors have used their vehicles to operate a courier

delivery service, to move household goods, and for personal use. JA- 15, JA-441

JA-442, JA-643, JA-697. Contractors at other facilities use their vehicles to

operate a magazine delivery service, to run a landscape construction business, and

to sell shrimp. JA- 156, JA- 165-166, JA-355-356. Contractors decide whether to

place their names or corporate identities on their vehicles. JA-39, JA-326.

B. Contractors Own Transferable Proprietary Interests in Service Areas.

A significant benefit of the contractors’ bargain are transferable, exclusive

proprietary interests in the package volume for service areas. JA-15, JA-27, JA-

735 JA-736, JA-741. At the time of contracting, contractors decide whether to

accept all deliveries to be made within a defined service area Tuesday through

Saturday (the days when FHD tenders packages at its facilities for delivery) in

3 Contractors decide how to equip their vehicles (e.g., whether to invest in radio or

navigation systems) and many contractors have customized their vehicles. JA-509
JA-510, JA-700- JA-701. As the vehicle owners, contractors, not FHD, make

these decisions. Id.

-6-



exchange for the right to exclude others from delivering within that same area. JA-

17, JA-734 JA-735.

Contractors who choose not to work at all or on any given day(s) or time(s)

can arrange for others to perform the work. JA-17, JA-53 (footnote 31 ); see also

JA-351 JA-354 (contractor Matthew Kornn is a full-time firefighter who has

hired a driver to operate his route on a daily basis). Similarly, contractors can

transfer packages to other contractors for delivery and they decide whether and

when to transfer packages. JA-19, JA-425, JA-460 - JA-463, JA-484, JA-561, JA-

656 JA-658.4

To maximize profits, contractors can, and do, work to increase business

within their primary service areas. For example, Boston contractor Paul Tremblay

offers his business card to customers, asks customers to call or e-mail him directly

with questions, and distributes catalogs to customers in his primary service area to

generate more deliveries. JA-53 (footnote 33), JA-648 -JA-649; see also JA-154

- JA-155 (contractor takes his customers on annual golf outings to increase

business). More deliveries over the same territory translate into increased revenues

with similar operating costs.

4 This is often referred to as "flexing." Contractors frequently "flex" packages on

their own initiative. JA-18 JA-19. Although FHD reserves the right to, and
infrequently does, initiate flexing, it cannot flex packages without contractor
consent. JA-54 (footnote 36).
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1. Contractors Decide Whether to Expand Their Business by
Acquiring Multiple Service Areas and~or Vehicles.

While growing their business within service areas, contractors can expand

their business by acquiring additional service areas. Because Operating

Agreements and accompanying proprietary service area interests are transferable,

contractors can decide to acquire and operate multiple service areas. JA-27, JA-

741. As entrepreneurs, contractors assume the costs and risks, including the costs

of acquiring additional vehicles and hiring additional drivers, for the opportunity to

gain the financial rewards of servicing multiple areas. JA-27. As of July 2006,

three contractors at the Boston and Wilmington facilities took the opportunity to

acquire and operate multiple service areas combined, they operated nearly 20

percent of the service areas at those facilities. JA-27 - JA-28, JA-56 (footnote 50),

JA-407, JA-488, JA-556 JA-557, JA-631.5 As of August 2006, the growing

number of contractors nationwide (838 out of 3,826 contractors) owning and

operating multiple service areas reached about 22 percent. JA-785.

When package volume expands, contractors decide whether to acquire

additional vehicles and/or hire drivers and helpers (to load, unload, and deliver

packages). JA-29 - JA-30, JA-406 - JA-408, JA-411 -JA-413, JA-437. A

5 The Regional Director excluded multiple route contractors from the petitioned-for

bargaining units. JA-42 - JA-43. Neither party challenged that exclusion before
the NLRB. Therefore, the status of the multiple route contractors is not before the
Court.
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number of contractors at the Boston and Wilmington facilities have increased their

delivery capacity by acquiring additional vehicles and hiring drivers and helpers.

JA-29 - JA-30, JA-406 JA-408, JA-411 - JA-412; see also JA-548 - JA-549

(contractor Ray Skiptunis in New Jersey uses anywhere from 10 to 35 drivers).

2.    Contractors Buy, Sell, and Transfer Their Service Area Rights.

Contractors have enforceable contractual rights to acquire, sell, or transfer

the proprietary interests in their service areas. JA-741. Contractors can, and do,

purchase and sell service areas and vehicles for significant sums of money -

several at the Boston facility have done so. JA-31 JA-32, JA-479, JA-500 JA-

506, JA-518, JA-522.6 Many other contractors from New Jersey to New England

have purchased and sold service areas and vehicles in amounts ranging up to

$70,000. JA-169 JA-170; JA-171 JA-172; JA-173 JA-174; JA-175 JA-178;

JA-181 JA-189; JA-192 JA-196; JA-197 JA-201; JA-202 JA-205, JA-361

JA-373, JA-786 & JA-788.

The amount of consideration paid and other details of these transactions are

determined solely by the buyer and seller without FHD’s involvement. JA-30, JA-

433 JA-434, JA-503 - JA-504, JA-506, JA-741. For example, in 2005, Boston

facility contractor Brian Neal sold his primary service area to Clayton Schwann,

who at the time was working as another contractor’s driver and had inquired

6 The only condition for FHD is that the acquiring contractor enter into an

Operating Agreement on "substantially the same terms". JA-30, JA-741.
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whether any Boston contractors wanted to sell their service areas. JA-501.

Messrs. Neal and Schwann independently negotiated the sale over a period of

several months with no involvement from the Company, and Mr. Schwann

purchased Mr. Neal’s service area and vehicle for $18,000. JA-501 JA-504.

C. Contractors Hire Drivers and Helpers, Set Their Working Terms, and
Supervise Them.

Under the Operating Agreement, contractors decide whether to personally

perform the work or whether to hire others to drive and/or help perform the work.

JA-28 JA-29, JA-53 (footnote 31), JA-56 (footnote 52); JA-727. Contractors

need not personally receive, load, or deliver the packages. Id. Whether they own

one or more service areas, contractors decide who does the work, when, and on

what terms, and the contractors have the sole right and obligation to supervise

those they assign to do the work. JA-28 - JA-30, JA-408, JA-727. The parties

mutually agree that "no officer, agent or employee of FHD shall have the authority

to direct Contractor as to the manner or means" employed by the contractor to

achieve the business objectives. JA-726.

Like they do for vehicles and equipment, contractors establish and pay their

own labor costs, including "wages, benefits, health, welfare and pension costs,

withholding for income taxes, unemployment insurance premiums, payroll taxes,

disability insurance premiums, social security taxes, or any other similar charges."

JA-733. Likewise, contractors assume the accompanying risks. JA-728 (¶ 2.2(d)),
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JA-730. In addition, contractors maintain public liability insurance for damages

resulting from personal use of their vehicles and work accident insurance and/or

workers’ compensation coverage for themselves and/or those they hire. JA-25, JA-

730 JA-731.

D. Contractors Have the Right to Structure Their Businesses as They See
Fit, and Many Incorporate.

All contractors have the right to incorporate their business, and many have

done so. JA-23 JA-24, JA-409, JA-439, JA-528 - JA-529, JA-636. As of

August 2006, approximately 23 percent (872 of 3,826) of contractors incorporated

nationwide. JA-23, JA-785. At the Boston and Wilmington facilities, about 13

percent (5 of 38) of the contractors had decided to incorporate their businesses as

of the date of the hearing; 3 former contractors at the Boston facility had

incorporated as well. JA-23 - JA-24, JA-409. For example, former Boston

contractor Alan Douglas operated four primary service areas in the name of his

corporation, "Douglas Delivery Service," while also operating a courier delivery

service. JA-439 - JA-443.

E. Contractors Determine the Details of Their Work, Including the Order
of Stops, the Routes, and Work and Break Times.

Under the Operating Agreement, contractors have the right to determine

(and to prohibit the Company from determining) the material details of their work,

including the delivery routes, order of package delivery, the vehicle(s) and
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driver(s) used, and the time of delivery. JA-IO JA-11, JA-39, JA-456 - JA-457,

JA-475, JA-482, JA-510, JA-520, JA-562 JA-563, JA-637, JA-650 -JA-651,

JA-720, JA-726. Contractors and/or their drivers appear at FHD facilities with

their vehicles, "load the packages into their vehicles in the order they see fit and

leave to make their deliveries." JA- 17. While FHD provides contractors with a

package manifest that includes a suggested order of delivery, contractors are free to

disregard it. JA-17. Contractors decide whether and when to take breaks, run

personal errands, stop working for the day, and/or to return to the facility. JA-17,

JA-474 JA-475, JA-510, JA~560, JA-562- JA-563. For example, Boston

contractor Paul Tremblay routinely takes 15 or 20 minute breaks from delivering

packages to photograph scenery within his primary service area. JA-650 JA-651.

FHD does not supervise contractors or their workers, and FHD managers

typically do not communicate with contractors or their workers while they are

away from FHD facilities and making deliveries. JA-473 - JA-474. Contractors

have the right to exclude FHD managers from. their vehicles, except that they

permit four FHD manager ride-alongs per year. JA-726.7 Contractors are not

subject to discipline, including under the Company’s "employee" policies and

7 Contractors view these customer service rides as opportunities to educate the

Company about their routes and negotiate desired changes. JA-424, JA-654 - JA-
655. For example, Boston facility contractor Loay El Dagany requested a
customer service ride to gauge whether a change in his contract was warranted, and
his revenue increased as a result. JA-20, JA-409 JA-410.
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procedures. JA-39, JA-740 (Operating Agreement constitutes the "entire

agreement and understanding between the parties").

F. Contractor Settlement Revenue Is Determined by a Variety of Factors
Other Than Time Spent Working.

Contractors are not paid by the hour, and they do not contract for FHD

employee fringe benefits. JA- 19 JA-21, JA-733.8 Contractor revenue, called

"settlement," is based upon a variety of factors, primarily the numbers of packages

delivered and stops made. JA-19 - JA-20, JA-732 JA-733. JA-747 - JA-750.

For example, in 2006, contractors earned $1.29 per stop, $0.22 per package, and

additional revenue for oversize packages. JA-19, JA-732, JA-747. Contractors

earned an additional $6.50 for each delivery by appointment, $2.75 for each

evening delivery, and $0.50 per stop for packages that require a customer’s

signature. JA-749.

Contractors bear the risk of loss for liabilities incurred in their business and

agree to indemnify FHD against claims by third parties, including for loss or

damage to packages in their possession, claims brought against FHD in which they

or their hires were at fault, and claims by contractors’ hires. JA-728

(indemnification), JA-730 ("Contractor’s Responsibility for Certain Losses").

s FHD does not withhold taxes from contractor settlement it provides contractors

with an IRS form 1099. JA-21.
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Because contractors can influence their revenue and costs bv their own

entrepreneurial efforts, income, profits, and/or losses varies widely among them.

JA-21 JA-22. For instance, on the revenue side, without accounting for

contractor cost management, three contractors operating service areas out of the

Boston and Wilmington facilities grossed $150,000 or more in 2005, with one

exceeding $250,000;9 twenty-one contractors had gross revenues between $60,000

and $90,000; and the rest came in under $60,000. JA-21 JA-22. Boston

contractor Paul Tremblay, whi~ had gross revenues of $73,000 and a net profit of

around $40,000 in 2005, acknowledged that he could increase his net profit by, for

example, acquiring a second route or operating an additional vehicle, but he

chooses not to do so because he is nearing retirement. JA-652 - JA-653. In

comparison, Paterson, New Jersey contractor Danny Trajanoski, who owns two

primary service areas and also operates multiple vehicles, had gross revenues of

$192,000, approximately $75,000 in expenses, and a net profit of around $120,000

in2005. JA-530 JA-531, JA-532.

9 Cecil Hyre, who was the highest grossing contractor with over $257,000 in

earnings, owns three service areas and a par~-time swing contract. JA-411 JA-
413, JA-417 JA-422, JA-467 JA-472, JA-784, Co. Ex. 6 (showing additional
compensation for Hyre).
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G. Contractors Take Advantage of the FedEx Brand Because It Allows
Expedited Access to Customers, Which Facilitates Efficient Delivery_.

Contractors avail themselves of the benefits of the FedEx brand by agreeing

to display FHD logos and colors on their vehicles and business attire and to

maintain "personal appearance consistent with reasonable standards of good order

as maintained by competitors".~° JA-722, JA-726. This way, package recipients

can identify FHD contractor vehicles and drivers, and this facilitates expedited

access to customers’ private residences to the end result of efficient package

delivery for customers. JA-499, JA-660 JA-661, JA-702, JA-726.

V. The Entrepreneurial Opportunities Available to All Contractors Are
Real and Significant.

Contractors take advantage of the significant entrepreneurial opportunities in

order to grow their business. In addition to the examples above, contractor Ray

Skiptunis acquired, owns, and operates eight primary service areas, two of which

are out of the Barrington, New Jersey facility and six of which are out of the

Trenton, New Jersey facility. JA-533 JA-534. Mr. Skiptunis acquired one of his

Barrington service areas by purchasing it from another contractor for $6,000. JA-

545 - JA-546.

Mr. Skiptunis has purchased vehicles for each of his primary service areas

and he has hired, and pays for, drivers to provide delivery services in each of his

~0 Also, the DOT requires vehicles to be marked with the name of the company

under whose operating authority it is operating. See 49 C.F.R. § 390.21.
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service areas. JA-533 - JA-546, JA-549. On a daily basis, Mr. Skiptunis uses

between ten and fourteen drivers. JA-547. Mr. Skiptunis decides to personally

provide delivery service to his primary service areas only two days per month. JA-

540. During the 2005 holiday peak season, Mr. Skiptunis operated with 35

vehicles and drivers over his service areas. JA-548 JA-549. AS a result of his

entrepreneurial efforts, Mr. Skiptunis grossed approximately $500,000 in 2005.

JA-550.

The record contains many other similar examples. See, e.g., JA-411 - JA-

413, JA-416 - JA-422, JA-467 JA-472 (contractor Cecil Hyre has three routes

between the Boston and Wilmington facilities, a part-time swing contract, owns or

leases multiple vehicles, and employs four drivers); JA-597 - JA-623 (Barrington,

New Jersey contractor Jamie Steward operates four routes while pursuing a

professional baseball career); JA-631 -JA-635 (Boston contractor Ricardo Gety

has two routes, two vehicles, and a full-time driver).
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

The Regional Director’s decision that owner-operators who contract with

FHD are "employees" should be reversed because it rests upon an improper

exclusion of material evidence and a misapplication of settled law on the most

important factor that defines the statutory "independent contractor" exemption

from the NLRA the entrepreneurial opportunity for gain or loss. When the

Company requested review of the Regional Director’s decision, two Board

Members, over dissent of the NLRB’s Chairman, summarily denied the request

and rubber-stamped the Regional Director’s flawed approach and conclusion.

There are multiple reasons that disqualify the NLRB’s decision from

presenting a "choice between two fairly conflicting views," which is the applicable

standard of review.

First, in violation of the NLRB’s own rules and precedent, the Regional

Director excluded evidence demonstrating the reality and breadth of the

contractors’ significant entrepreneurial opportunities for gain or loss. Specifically,

FHD proffered evidence to demonstrate that substantial and growing numbers of

contractors: (1) acquire and operate multiple service areas, using multiple vehicles

and hires; (2) incorporate their business; (3) use their vehicles and workers for

commercial purposes unrelated to FHD; and (4) profit in a substantial way,

including by acquiring and selling their service area rights and vehicles.
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The erroneous exclusion of this evidence fundamentally tainted the Regional

Director’s analysis, which heavily relied on the NLRB’s decade-old decision in

Roadway Package System, Inc., 326 N.L.R.B. 842 (1998) ("RPS III"). In RPS III,

the NLRB cited a lack of system-wide evidence of entrepreneurial activities in

finding that certain owner-operators were "employees" rather than independent

contractors. The Regional Director’s exclusion of system-wide evidence of

entrepreneurial activity in this case restricted FHD from making a full and

complete record of the significant changed circumstances since RPS III. For this

reason alone, the NLRB’s conclusion should be reversed or remanded.

Second, the Regional Director misapplied the independent contractor

analysis established by this Court and the NLRB to the record evidence. Most

importantly, the record evidence proves that all contractors have myriad

entrepreneurial opportunities that are the hallmarks of independent contractor

status:

¯ contractors own and maintain their delivery vehicles, decide who drives

them, when, under what terms, and for what uses;

¯ - contractors own transferable proprietary interests in service areas; and

¯ contractors decide whether and to what extent to take risks to increase

profits by, for example, growing business within service areas, acquiring
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additional service areas and vehicles, hiring others, and/or using their

vehicles and workers for other purposes.

The Regional Director’s decision disregards these key facts and the legal

significance of the entrepreneurial opportunities they provide to all contractors

under applicable precedent.

Third, the Regional Director’s decision cannot qualify as a "fairly

conflicting view" because it conflicts with the NLRB’s own precedent. The

Regional Director failed to follow or distinguish NLRB precedent finding

"independent contractor" status based on the same hallmark factors present here:

vehicle ownership, the opportunity to hold contracts on multiple routes, the right to

hire others to perform the work, the right to use their vehicles for other purposes;

and control over routes, order of delivery, and work and break times. Instead, the

Regional Director mechanically relied on RPS III while ignoring both the evidence

of significant changed circumstances since RPS III and the NLRB’s more recent

precedent.

In sum, the Regional Director’s. decision, rubber-stamped by the NLRB,

should be reversed because it excludes material evidence on the key factor of

entrepreneurial opportunity, disregards the record evidence demonstrating the

hallmarks of independent contractor status, and conflicts with the NLRB’s own
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precedent. These are the very types of errors that have caused this Court to deny

enforcement of NLRB decisions on the issue of independent contractor status.

In addition, the NLRB similarly failed to follow its own precedent in

overruling FHD’s election objection based on the Union’s misconduct. The Union

deleted every word of the anti-defacing warning and neutrality language from the

NLRB’s sample election ballot, left intact the NLRB’s seal and other indicia of

legitimacy, violated the anti-defacing mandate by marking the "yes" box with an

"X," and then sent the counterfeit NLRB sample ballot to all voters days before the

elections without identifying itself as the creator. Here again, the NLRB

summarily denied the Company’s objection contrary to its own precedent. NLRB

precedent holds that when, like here, the NLRB’s complete disclaimer language is

deleted from an altered sample ballot, voters might perceive the ballots to be

official NLRB documents that endorse a party. This is objectionable conduct that

warrants setting aside the elections.
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STANDING



STANDING

FHD has standing to bring this petition for review pursuant to Section 10(f)

of the NLRA, 29 U.S.C. § 160(f), because FHD was aggrieved by the NLRB’s

decision and order in the case below.
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I

ARGUMENT

I. The NLRB’s Erroneous Conclusion that Contractors Are "Employees"
Cannot Qualify as a Choice between Two Fairly Conflicting Views.

The NLRB committed three fundamental errors in concluding that

contractors are employees within its jurisdiction:

The NLRB excluded proffered evidence on the most important

factor - whether contractors have a significant entrepreneurial

opportunity for gain or loss - and then made an adverse finding

based on the lack of such evidence;

B. The NLRB misapplied the common law standard to the record

evidence; and

C. The NLRB failed to follow or meaningfully distinguish its own

precedent, and relied instead on its factually obsolete decision

in RPS III.

The standard of review on the independent contractor status issue is whether

the NLRB’s conclusion was "a choice between two fairly conflicting views."

NLRB v. United lns. Co., 390 U.S. 254, 260 (1968); Corporate Express Delivery

Systems v. NLRB, 292 F.3d 777, 779 (D.C. Cir. 2002); C.C. Eastern, Inc. v. NLRB,

60 F.3d 855,858 (D.C. Cir. 1995). Where, like here, the NLRB’s conclusion rests

upon improperly excluded and ignored material evidence, a misapplication of

accepted principles of law, and a failure to distinguish contradictory precedent,
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including its own, this Court has not hesitated to deny enforcement. See, e.g., C.C.

Eastern, 60 F.3d at 861; Local 777, Seafarers int ’l Union v. NLRB, 603 F.3d 863,

905 (D.C. Cir. 1978)

The NLRB’s conclusion is not due normal deference in the first instance

because the statutory exclusion from the NLRA of those "having the status of

independent contractor" is a "determination of pure agency law" that involves "no

special administrative expertise that a court does not possess." United Ins. Co.,

390 U.S. at 260; Corporate Express, 292 F.3d at 779; C.C. Eastern, 60 F.3d at 858.

Equally important, the distinction between employees and independent contractors

"determines the boundaries of the Board’s jurisdiction," which "invokes one of this

court’s principal functions: ensuring that the Board exercises power only within

the channels intended by Congress." North American Van Lines, Inc. v. NLRB,

869 F.2d 596, 598 (D.C. Cir. 1989) ("NAVL").

Congress excluded "independent contractors" from the NLRA in 1947 to

limit the NLRB’s jurisdiction because of the NLRB’s "fanciful construction" and

"far fetched meanings" of employee status, which ignored ordinary legal

distinctions between employees and independent contractors. See Local 777, 603

F.3d at 905 (quoting NLRB v. Hearst Publications, 322 U.S. 111,127 (1944)).

Congress intended that "independent contractor" status be determined according to

the common law of agency. See Unitedlns. Co., 390 U.S. at 256; Local 777, 603
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F.2d at 906. The House Report on the bill enacted to exclude "independent

contractors" from the NLRB’s jurisdiction summarized the differences between

them and employees under the common law standard:

"Employees" work for wages or salaries under direct
supervision. "Independent contractors" undertake to do a
job for a price, decide how the work will be done, usually
hire others to do the work, and depend for their income
not upon wages, but upon the difference between what
they pay for goods, materials, and labor and what they
receive for the end result, that is, upon profits.

H.R. Rep. No. 245, 80th Cong., 1s~ Sess. 18 (1947) (quoted in Local 777, 603 F.2d

at 903). These differences are embodied in this Court’s precedent, which focuses

on whether there is a "significant entrepreneurial opportunity for gain or loss."

Corporate Express, 292 F.3d at 780.

A. The Regional Director Improperly Excluded Material Evidence of
Entrepreneurial Opportunity and Then Based an Adverse Finding on
the Lack of Such Evidence.

In violation of its own rules and contrary to precedent, the NLRB refused to

consider evidence proffered by FHD on the key factor of"entrepreneurial

opportunity for gain or loss":
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¯ 22% (83 8 out of 3,826) of all contractors have availed themselves

of the entrepreneurial opportunity to own and operate multiple

routes (JA-785);11

¯ 23% (872 out of 3,826) of all contractors have incorporated their

business (id. );

¯ contractors use their vehicles for commercial purposes unrelated to

FHD (JA-786); and

¯ contractors have profited on their entrepreneurial activity,

incli~ding by selling their routes and vehicles in transactions

ranging from $25,000 to $70,000 (JA-786 (incorporating JA-361

JA-373), JA-788).

These are hallmarks of independent contractor status under this Court’ s, and

the NLRB’s own, precedent. See Corporate Express, 292 F.3d at 780 ("Typically

an entrepreneur not only supplies his own equipment or tools; he may also hire

subordinates and work for more than one party."); C.C. Eastern, 60 F.3d at 859

(finding independent contractor status when "the drivers retain the rights, as

independent entrepreneurs, to hire their own employees to drive tractors for them,

t~ This percentage is very close to the percentage of contractors (29%) who
operated multiple routes in Arizona Republic~ where the NLRB found independent
contractor status. Arizona Republic, 349 N.L.R.B. No. 95, slip op. at 5-6 (May 8,
2007).
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to lease out their tractors for use by others, or to use their tractors during non-

business hours for anybody other than a direct competitor of the Company"); St.

Joseph News-Press, 345 N.L.R.B. 474, 483 (2005) (finding independent contractor

status where carriers "may hire their own employees, they may work for more than

one party; they can solicit business; and they can subcontract their routes to

others").

The NLRB violated its own rules by excluding material evidence on these

kev elements. The NLRB’s Rules and Regulations impose a duty on the hearing

officer "to inquire fully into all matters in issue and necessary to obtain a full

and complete record upon which the NLRB or the Regional Director may

discharge their duties under Section 9(c) of the Act." 29 C.F.R. § 102.64

(emphasis added). The Regional Director’s exclusion was clearly erroneous, and it

was rubber-stamped by two Board Members over the dissent of the NLRB’s

Chairman. See JA-63.

The NLRB compounded this error by failing to correct the Regional

Director’s adverse findings based on the lack of evidence of the very type that was

excluded. For instance, the Regional Director found that "evidence of only two

route sales [was] too insubstantial to support a finding of independent contractor

status", even though the Regional Director had excluded evidence of many other

route sales by contractors at various locations. JA-39. It was this same error -
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"attempting to use the drivers’ failure to avail themselves of real entrepreneurial

opportunities as affirmative evidence against the Company’s claim that they are

independent contractors" that led this Court to reverse the NLRB’s decision in

C.C. Eastern. C.C. Eastern, 60 F.3d at 860. This Court held that "it is the

worker’s retention of the right to engage in entrepreneurial activity rather

than his regular exercise of that right that is most relevant". Id. (emphasis

added). Accord Arizona Republic, 349 N.L.R.B. No. 95, slip op. at 6 (fact that

contractors choose not to take full advantage of opportunities to increase income

does not mean that they do not have entrepreneurial opportunity to do so); Dial-A-

Mattress, 326 N.L.R.B. 884, 884 n.7 (1998) (same).

Furthermore, by excluding this evidence, the Regional Director hindered

FHD’s ability to demonstrate the significant changed circumstances since the

NLRB’s decade-old decision in Roadway Package System, Inc., 326 N.L.R.B. 842

(1998) ("RPS II1"), upon which the Regional Director heavily relied. See infra, at

§ I.C. 1. In RPSIII, the NLRB held that a lnek of system-wide evidence of

entrepreneurial activity weighed against a finding of"independent contractor"

status: "[i]n a system of over 5000 drivers assigned to over 300 facilities, we find

that these few forced sales, given their circumstances, are insufficient to support a

finding of independent contractor status." RPS III, 326 N.L.R.B. at 853. The
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Regional Director’s improper exclusion of evidence prevented FHD from making a

full and complete record of the significant changed circumstances since RPS llI.

Notably, the Regional Director excluded this material evidence while also

acknowledging, but disregarding, the post-RPS III decision of another Regional

Director who found based on a fully developed record that "[t]here have been

substantial changes in the Employer’s operations and its relationships with its

drivers/contractors since [RPS] III," including clear evidence that "contractors

can realistically take advantage of a myriad of entrepreneurial possibilities

either driving their own vehicles after completing the RPS work or by hiring other

drivers and in some cases maintaining a small fleet of vehicles and drivers ...." JA-

58 (footnote 65), JA-143 -JA-144 (emphasis added).

Further exacerbating the erroneous exclusion of evidence, the Regional

Director selectively relied on evidence from cases involving other FHD facilities

when it suited the Regional Director’s conclusion. See JA-5 JA-6. Yet, on the

key issue of "route sales and other entrepreneurial activity," the Regional Director

limited the evidence to the Boston and.Wilmington facilities and ignored evidence

of route sales even at the locations from which the Regional Director considered

evidence for other purposes. JA-6.

The Regional Director’s exclusion of FHD’s system-wide evidence on the

key factor of entrepreneurial opportunity, reliance on the lack of such evidence as a
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basis for an adverse finding, and selective consideration of evidence from other

locations disqualifies the NLRB’s conclusion from being "a choice between two

fairly conflicting views." Corporate Express, 292 F.3d at 779; C.C. Eastern, 60

F.3d at 858. For this reason alone, the NLRB’s conclusion should be reversed, or,

at a minimum, remanded for proper consideration of material evidence of

entrepreneurial activity.

B. The Record Evidence Establishes That Contractors Are "Independent
Contractors" Under the NLRA.

In addition to erroneously excluding material evidence, the Regional

Director misapplied the common law standard to the record evidence, and the

NLRB rubber-stamped that flawed approach. The common law agency test has

multiple factors,~2 but in Corporate Express this Court held at the urging of the

NLRB that the focus should be "whether the putative independent contractors

have a ’significant entrepreneurial opportunity for gain or loss.’" Corporate

Express, 292 F.3d at 780 (quoting Corporate Express Delivery Systems, 332

N.L.R.B. 152-2, 1527 (2000)).

This Court has looked for hallmarks of independent contractor status to

determine whether a "significant entrepreneurial opportunity" exists, such as:

ownership of vehicles and/or equipment, including the right to acquire and use

multiple vehicles; freedom to decide whether to hire others to perform the work

~2 See Restatement (Second) of Agency § 220(2)(a)-(j).
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and under what terms; control over how they will spend their time performing their

work, and whether they may perform work for others. See Corporate Express, 292

F.3d at 780 ("an entrepreneur not only supplies his own equipment or tools; he

may also hire subordinates and work for more than one party."); C.C. Eastern, 60

F.3d at 859 (finding independent contractor status when "the drivers retain the

rights, as independent entrepreneurs, to hire their own employees to drive tractors

for them, to lease out their tractors for use by others, or to use their tractors during

non-business hours for anybody other than a direct competitor of the Company").

Accord St. Joseph, 345 N.L.R.B. at 480 ("the freedom to hold multiple contracts

and to use substitutes provided the carriers here with entrepreneurial

opportunities").

Significantly, this case presents a distinctive factor that should be treated as

another hallmark of entrepreneurial opportunity transferable propriety interests in

service areas, which contractors can acquire to grow and/or sell for profit. In

addition to the key factor of entrepreneurial opportunity, many of the other

traditional characteristics of independent contractor status are present in this case.
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1. Vehicle Ownership It is undisputed that contractors make
substantial investments to own and maintain their vehicles and
decide whether to acquire multiple vehicles.

Vehicle ownership is a hallmark of independent contractor status because of

the investment required and because the owners have an additional incentive to

properly maintain them for maximum performance and use at the least cost. See

C.C. Eastern, 60 F.3d at 858 (drivers were independent contractors when "the

drivers own the tools of their trade (i.e., the tractors, valued at $20,000-$40,000)");

Construction, Building Material, lee & Coal Drivers v. NLRB, 899 F.2d 1238,

1242 (D.C. Cir. 1990)(drivers were independent contractors when they "own their

own trucks and bear the entire entrepreneurial risk incident to ownership"); NA VL,

869 F.2d at 600 (a "principal reason[]" why taxi cab drivers were independent

contractors was that they "own an equity interest in their cabs"); Dial-A-Mattress,

326 N.L.R.B. at 891 & 893 (delivery drivers were independent contractors when

"the most costly piece of equipment used in making deliveries for Dial the truck

or van is the owner-operators’ sole responsibility"); Restatement (Second) of

Agency § 220(2)(e) (whether the putative contractor "supplies the

instrumentalities, tools, and the place of work").

In this case, it is undisputed that contractors make substantial investments -

between $20,000 and $38,000 per vehicle to acquire delivery vans and trucks and

that they incur significant ongoing operating costs maintenance, repair, and fuel.
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JA-39, JA-414 JA-416, JA-441, JA-721.13 The record evidence proves that

contractors have the opportunity to own and operate multiple vehicles, and many

do. JA-39, JA-411 - JA-413, JA-416 - JA-422, JA-467 - JA-472, JA-533 - JA-

546, JA-576 JA-623, JA-631 JA-635.

2. Stq[fing and Personnel Management Ownership It is
undisputed that contractors can and do hire, set work terms for,
and supervise and manage others to perform the work.

The record evidence proves that contractors exercise their contractual rights

to hire their own drivers and helpers and "determine their wages" and other work

terms, and that FHD "is not involved in a contractor’s decision to hire or

terminate." JA-29, JA-39. This is a hallmark of independent contractor status

because the business decisions that contractors make to staff and manage workers

impact their bottom lines. Compare C.C. Eastern, 60 F.3d at 859 (truck drivers

were independent contractors when they "retain the rights, as independent

entrepreneurs, to hire their own employees to drive the tractors for them") with

Corporate Express, 292 F.3d at 780 (owner-operators were "employees" when

they were not permitted to employ others to perform the work).

13 FHD does not provide financing or guarantee loans obtained by contractors to

purchase vehicles. See JA- 13.
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3. Opportuni_ty to Engage in Other Ventures It is undisputed that
contractors can and do use their vehicles and hires to work for
others.

It is also undisputed that contractors decide whether to put their vehicles and

workers to use for other commercial purposes, to "incorporate as a business," and

to "put their own name on their vehicles." JA-34, JA-39. All contractors

indisputably have these opportunities, and the fact that a number of contractors

have taken them proves that they are real. JA-15 (contractors used vehicle to

deliver equipment for a repair company and purposes other than delivering

packages for FHD) JA-23 JA-24 (finding that several contractors have

incorporated); JA-380 (contractor used vehicles to operate a magazine distribution

business); JA-156, JA-165 JA-166 (contractors use their vehicles to run a

landscape construction business, and to sell shrimp). Compare C.C. Eastern, 60

F.3d at 859 (finding independent contractor status when owner-operators lease

their vehicles for use by others or use them during non-business hours) with

Corporate Express, 292 F.3d at 780 (owner-operators were "employees" when

they were not permitted to use their vehicles for other purposes).

4. Work Area Ownership It is undisputed that contractors
acquire transferable ownership interests in their work areas
and can acquire multiple work areas or sell them.

It is undisputed that contractors acquire transferable proprietary interests in

service areas, which they "have the option to sell" and/or to acquire from others,
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and contractors decide whether to develop business within their service areas

and/or expand by adding service areas, and to profit (or lose) from their

entrepreneurial activity in those areas. JA-30, JA-39, JA-53 (footnote 33), JA-154

- JA-155. This is a significant way in which contractors can realize profit or incur

loss. See Glens Falls Newspapers, Inc., 303 N.L.R.B. 614,616 (1991) (finding

that drivers were independent contractors when they had "a proprietary interest in

their routes").

The record evidence proves that contractors at the Boston and Wilmington

facilities have profited from the sale of their service areas (and, correspondingly,

the purchasers have decided to invest in the service areas). JA-38 (finding that one

contractor sold his route for profit of between $3,000 and $6,000, and another

contractor sold his route for between $11,000 and $16,000).74 The Regional

Director, however, erred in finding that evidence of "two route sales [is] too

insubstantial to support a finding of independent contractor status." JA-39.

This finding clearly conflicts with C.C. Eastern, where this Court held that

"it is the worker’s retention of the right to engage in entrepreneurial activity rather

than his regular exercise of that right that is most relevant’’. C.C. Eastern, 60 F.3d

14 The Regional Director’s ruling on the relevance of route sales was even more

limited than her ruling on other issues. The Regional Director did not even
consider evidence of the numerous route sales that have occurred at the locations
(Worcester, Massachusetts and Barrington and Paterson, New Jersey) that she
deemed to be relevant for other purposes. See JA-6. These route sales were for as
much as $70,000. See JA-361 JA-373, JA-786.
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at 860. Significantly, even though the evidence in C.C. Eastern showed only one

instance of a driver making a hire, that example was sufficient to show "that there

is no unwritten rule or invisible barrier preventing other drivers from likewise

exercising their contractual right." Id. Based on that one example, this Court

reversed the NLRB and found that "the evidence in the record concerning

entrepreneurial opportunities actually tilts in favor of the Company’s claim that the

drivers are independent contractors." Id. at 860-61. See also Arizona Republic,

349 N.L.R.B. No. 95, slip op. at 6 ("[T]he fact that many carriers choose not to

take advantage of... opportunity to increase their income does not mean they do

not have the entrepreneurial potential to do so." (emphasis in original)).

Likewise here, the evidence (even as improperly restricted by the Regional

Director) established that contractors at two facilities at a particular point in time

profited from route sales. This proves that this is a real and developing

entrepreneurial opportunity available to all contractors.

5. Work Detail Control - The record evidence proves that
contractors determine stop order, routes, and work and break
times.

It is undisputed that "[c]ontractors determine" and "control" the material

details of the work: (1) "what route to take to each stop"; (2) "when to start and

end their day"; and (3) "when to take breaks". JA-39, JA-726 (¶ 1.14). In addition

to these enforceable rights, contractors, unlike FHD employees, "are not subject to
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discipline," have contracts for set terms that are not terminable "at-will" by FHD,

and can compel AAA commercial arbitration of an FHD decision to terminate a

contract during its term. JA-39 (emphasis added), JA-435, JA-740 (¶ 9.3). ~5

These types of contractor-retained control are yet another hallmark of

independent contractor status because how contractors decide to exercise their

operational independence dictates their degree of success/profit or failure/loss,

including through sales. In C.C. Eastern, this Court found that truck drivers were

independent contractors based, in significant part, on their authority, like here, to

decide: "(1) what roads to take in making their deliveries and pick-ups ... (2)

when to take a break, and (3) when to start and stop work." C.C. Eastern, 60 F.3d

at 859; see also Restatement (Second) of Agency § 220(2)(a) (referring to the

"extent of control which, by the agreement, the master may exercise over the

details of the work." (emphasis added)). Compare Corporate Express, 292 F.3d at

781 (finding that owner-operators were not independent contractors when they did

not have "control over their work" or the "ability to set their own delivery

schedule").

~5 In C.C. Eastern, this Court found that drivers were independent contractors
when the putative employer did not have "a conventional disciplinary system".
C.C. Eastern, 60 F.3d at 858. See also Argix Direct, 343 N.L.R.B. 1017, 1021
(2004) (finding independent contractor status when owner-operators when they
were not "subject to a system of progressive discipline and discharge rules").
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6. Intent and Course qf Dealing - It is undisputed that the parties
intend to create an independent contractor relationship, and
their course of dealing corresponds with the contract terms.

As this Court held in Yellow Taxi, "respect is owed the lease arrangement,

voluntarily entered into between the parties, by which they expressly recite their

intent to create an independent contractor relationship." Yellow Taxi Co. v. NLRB,

721 F.2d 366, 384 (D.C. Cir. 1983). See also Local 777, 603 F.2d at 898 (contract

provision "is pertinent to the nature of the relationship created since it is some

indication of a refusal by the lessee to submit to pervasive control by the company

and a recognition by the company of the absence of a master’s control over the

lessee"); accord St. Joseph, 345 N.L.R.B. at 479 ("a party’s intent with regard to

the nature of the relationship created weighs strongly in favor of finding

independent contractor status" (emphasis added)); Restatement (Second) of

Agency § 220(2)(i) (the parties’ intent is a factor).~6

The Operating Agreement plainly memorializes the parties’ mutual

agreement and express intent that contractors "will provide services ’strictly as an

independent contractor, and not as an employee’" and it sets forth in detail the

enforceable rights of contractors in that relationship. JA-39, JA-720, JA-734 JA-

16 The Regional Director’s characterization of the Operating Agreement as

"essentially a take-it-or-leave-it agreement" (see JA-35) is contrary to well-
established precedent finding evidence of unequal bargaining power to be
irrelevant. See NA VL, 869 F.2d at 599; Arizona Republic, 349 N.L.R.B. No. 95,
slip op. at 4 n.4; St. Joseph, 345 N.L.R.B. at 481.
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736. Importantly, the record evidence proves that the parties’ course of dealing

corresponds with the terms of the Operating Agreement.

Revenues, costs, and profit - It is undisputed that contractors
generate revenue by the job and do not contract for an hourly
wage or employee benefits.

Method of compensation is another factor relevant to independent contractor

status because it dictates whether the contractors have an opportunity to control

their profit or loss by how they manage their business, as opposed to earning pay

by the hour as employees commonly do. See C.C. Eastern, 60 F.3d at 858-59

(drivers were independent contractors when they were "paid by the job rather than

by the hour" and did not receive "any benefits commonly offered to employees,

such as health or life insurance"); NA VL, 869 F.2d at 600 (same); Restatement

(Second) of Agency § 220(2)(g) ("method of payment, whether by the time or by

the job.")

In this case, contractors generate non-wage revenue (called "settlement")

based on a number of other-than-time-based factors, primarily the number of

packages delivered and the number of stops made. JA-19 JA-20, JA-732 JA-

733, JA-747 JA-750.~7 This method of payment provides each contractor the

opportunity to function as an entrepreneur "that is, [each] takes economic risk

and has the corresponding opportunity to profit from working smarter, not just

~7 The fact that the parties do not contract for employee fringe benefits evidences

independent contractor status. See JA-39; JA-733 (¶ 4.2), JA-740 (¶ 10).
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8. The evidence and applicable precedent compel but one
conclusion the contractors are "independent contractors"

Here, as in NA VL, a "dispassionate survey of the evidence" establishes that

the NLRB’s conclusion "does not reflect even a fairly conflicting view of the

evidence". NA VL, 869 F.3d at 600. All of the hallmark factors of independent

contractor status are indisputably present: vehicle ownership, the right to hire

others to perform the work, the right to decide ho~¢ to perform the work, and

whether to perform work for others. Significantly, contractors also have a

distinctive opportunity to develop business within proprietary service areas,

acquire additional service areas, and then sell the service areas for a profit. The

peripheral factors to which the Regional Director resorted to find "employee"

status cannot, as a matter of law, overcome the overwhelming significance of the

undisputed record evidence on the key factor of entrepreneurial opportunity, is

C. The NLRB’s Erroneous Conclusion that Contractors Are
"Employees" Conflicts with Its Own Precedent~

A third reason why the NLRB’s conclusion cannot qualify as "a fairly

conflicting view" is because the Regional Director applied as controlling the

NLRB’s decade-old RPS III decision while refusing to recognize significant

changed circumstances and then failed to "follow, distinguish, or overrule" other,

18 While the Regional Director relied on some of the traditional factors under the

common law test, other traditional factors - in addition to the key factor of
entrepreneurial opportunity - weigh decisively in favor independent contractor
status. See generally Restatement (Second) of Agency § 220(2).
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and more recent, NLRB precedent. Local 777, 603 F.2d at 872. As this Court

explained in Local 777, when the NLRB "both fails to distinguish contradictory

decisions rendered in similar cases and also misapplies accepted principles of law,

it errs doubly." Id. This is what the NLRB did in this case.

1. The Regional Director Improperly Ignored Substantial
Changed Circumstances Since RPS III and Then Applied RPS
III as Controlling.

The Regional Director’s decision is replete with citations to the NLRB’s

1998 decision in RPSIII. JA-34 JA-39.~9 As if time had stood still for more than

a decade, the Regional Director pigeon-holed FHD into RPS III, a different case

from a different time. The Regional Director, after excluding material evidence

proffered by FHD, ignored the many changed circumstances since the record in

RPS III was developed in 1995.2o These changed circumstances are detailed

below. They show material differences on the key factor of contractors’

"significant entrepreneurial opportunity for gain or loss." Corporate Express, 292

F.3d at 780.

19 The Board’s decision in RPS III was never reviewed by a Court, nor has any

subsequent Regional Director decision involving RPS, the FedEx Ground
Operating Division, or FHD ever been subject to court review.
20 The NLRB’s analysis was based upon a record that included only one year of

operation under the Operating Agreement that was revised in 1994. See JA-149.
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a. Since 1995, the number of contractors deciding to expand
their businesses to acquire and operate multiple vehicles
and/or work areas has increased significantly.

When the RPS III record was developed in 1995, about 7 percent of

contractors nationwide (or about 350 of RPS’s 5,000 contractors) operated more

than one vehicle. RPS III, 326 N.L.R.B. at 845. This number has increased

dramatically since. As of October 2005, 1,200 contractors decided to use multiple

vehicles during non-peak periods, and 3,900 contractors decided to use multiple

vehicles during peak periods. JA-365.

The number of contractors deciding to avail themselves of the opportunity to

operate multiple service areas has grown (and continues to grow) significantly as

well. In February 2004, the first year that FHD kept such statistics, 306 contractors

decided to own and operate two or more service areas. JA-365. By October 2005,

that number had nearly doubled to about 500 contractors. Id. Less than 12 months

later, as of August 2006, that number had increased further to 838 contractors

almost triple the number from 2004. JA-785. Notably, the NLRB in Dial-A-

Mattress (the companion case to RPS III) pointed out that the contractors in RPS

III "do not use multiple trucks or hire helpers" to pursue other opportunities. Dial-

A-Mattress, 326 N.L.R.B. at 893. That is no longer the case. This is further,
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compelling evidence that real entrepreneurial opportunities exist, and it shows that

RPS III is outdated.

b. The number of contractors buying and selling service
areas has increased significantly since 1995.

In RPS III, the NLRB found evidence of only 3 "forced sales" at RPS’ s

behest out of a system of over 5,000 contractors. RPS III, 326 N.L.R.B. at 853.

Here and now, there is substantial evidence that contractors, sell their service areas

and vehicles for substantial amounts of money without FHD’s involvement. JA-

30, JA-479, JA-500 -JA-506, JA-518, JA-523, JA-786, JA-788. Two contractors

at the Boston facility had sold their service areas for a net profit over and above the

value of their vehicles. JA-38. Yet, the Regional Director found that these route

sales were "too insubstantial to support a finding of independent contractor status."

JA-39. Had the Regional Director not improperly excluded material evidence of

route sales a key indicator or entrepreneurial opportunity the record would

reflect that many more contractors have sold their routes for a substantial profit.

JA-786 (incorporating JA-361 JA-373), JA-788. The fact is that circumstances

have changed, and contractors for FHD profit from their entrepreneurial efforts to a

much greater degree now than did contractors for RPS in 1995.
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c. Since 1995, the number of contractors who have
incorporated their business has increased significantly.

In 1995, about 6 percent of contractors for RPS (approximately 300 out of

5,000 contractors nationwide) had incorporated their business. RPS III, 326

N.L.R.B. at 843. That number has increased significantly during the decade since.

As of October 2005, about 20 percent of contractors for FHD (788 out of a total of

about 4,000 contractors) had incorporated. JA-23, JA-365, JA-387. That number

increased further from 2005 to 2006 - as of August 2006, 23 percent of contractors

(872 out of a total of 3,826 contractors) had incorporated. JA-23, JA-785. This

substantial increase shows that more and more contractors are deciding to take

advantage of the entrepreneurial opportunities, and limitations on liability, that are

characteristic of incorporated status.

d. Contractors for FHD acquire a variety of delivery
vehicles.

In RPS III, the NLRB noted that RPS - unlike FHD - custom designed the

vehicles used by contractors. RPSIII, 326 N.L.R.B. at 851. The vehicle make,

model, and design required by RPS were identical. Id. A decade later, by contrast,

there is no requirement that contractors use any particular type or model of vehicle

as long as it meets certain minimum safety requirements. JA-12, JA-426, JA-675.

Contractors decide to acquire a variety of vehicle models with varying capacities,
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such as Chevrolet Box Trucks, Freightliner Step Vans, and Dodge Econoline Vans.

JA-414. The Regional Director ignored this difference from RPS IlL

e.    FHD does not provide vehicle financing.

The RPS Ill Board noted that RPS purchased vehicles from Navistar, Inc.,

which built them to RPS’s specifications, and then RPS sold the vehicles to Bush

Leasing, which sold the vehicles to the contractors. RPSIII, 326 N.L.R.B. at 845.

FHD, formed in 2000, maintains no such arrangement - it does not provide

financing or guarantee loans obtained by contractors, and start-up loans are no

longer provided. JA-13, JA-52 (footnote 26).21 The NLRB in RPS Ill relied on the

contractors’ "dependence on [RPS] in acquiring their vehicles". RPS III, 326

N.L.R.B. at 851. No such dependence exists in this case. The Regional Director

ignored this change in circumstances as well.

f. Contractors load their own vehicles and decide whether
to return to the facility.

Although contractors in RPS Ill had the option of loading their vehicles

themselves, most chose to leave their vehicles at the facilities overnight for loading

by RPS’s package handlers. RPSIII, 326 N.L.R.B. at 851. Contractors here, by

contrast, "load the packages into their vehicles in the order they see fit". JA- 17,

JA-456 - JA-457.

21 FHD may provide contractors with the names of dealers or lenders, but

contractors decide whether or not to patronize them. JA-13~
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In RPS III, the NLRB found that contractors’ vehicles were generally "out of

service" for other purposes because they picked up packages to be brought to the

facility and because contractors chose to leave their vehicles there. RPS III, 326

N.L.R.B. at 851. The contractors here do not typically pick-up packages for

delivery to the facility and they decide whether to go back to the facility, to go

home, or to put their vehicles to use for other purposes. JA-17 JA-18, JA-385,

JA-474 JA-475, JA-560, JA-562 JA-563. The Regional Director

acknowledged this difference in a footnote, but speculated that it was not

determinative in other FHD cases where the NLRB summarily denied FHD’s

request for review without addressing any specific issue. JA-59 (footnote 69).

g.    FHD generally is not involved in package "flexing."

The RPS III Board found that contractors in that case could generate revenue

by agreeing to a "flex" arrangement for delivering packages that belonged to other

service areas. RPSIII, 326 N.L.R.B. at 846. The NLRB found, however, that RPS

controlled the decisions to "flex" packages based on the minimum and maximum

number of delivery stops established by RPS for each contractor. Id.

The situation here, ten years later, is materially different. Contractors decide

whether and when to "flex" packages to other contractors, a practice in which

some contractors engage daily. JA-19, JA-425, JA-460- JA-463, JA-656 JA-

657. Although the parties agree that FHD can initiate the flexing of packages, this
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occurs infrequently and requires contractor consent. JA- 18 - JA- 19, JA-54

(footnote 36).

In sum, the Regional Director excluded and ignored evidence of changed

circumstances and applied RPS II1 as if nothing had changed. Given the

significant material differences between RPS in 1995 and FHD in 2006, the

Regional Director’s perfunctory, yet pervasive, application of a different decision

involving different facts from a different time precludes this decision from

representing a "choice between two fairly conflicting views." Corporate Express,

292 F.3d at 779.

2. The NLRB’s Conclusion Conflicts with Other, and More
Recent, NLRB Precedent Finding "Independent Contractor"
Status of Owner-Operators.

The Regional Director and the NLRB panel compounded the Regional

Director’s misplaced reliance on RPS III by failing to follow its other precedent,

including Dial-A-Mattress and other NLRB cases of more recent vintage: Argix

Direct, 343 N.L.R.B. 1017 (2004), and St. Joseph News-Press, 345 N.L.R.B. 474

(2005). In these decisions, the NLRB found that owner-operators who provide

delivery services were independent contractors based on the same hallmark factors

here. Neither the Regional Director, nor the Board panel in its summary denial,

adequately explained why a different conclusion is warranted in this case.
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Since Congress enacted the independent contractor exception in 1947, the

NLRB has repeatedly violated Congress’s intent by reverting to a flawed

interpretation of the exception. See NA VL, 869 F.2d at 598 ("this Court and our

counterparts elsewhere have repeatedly taken the Board to task for exceeding its

proper powers by characterizing independent contractors as employees"); Local

777, 603 F.2d at 908 (finding that NLRB was "harking back" to the flawed

standard rejected and corrected by Congress). Because of the NLRB’s history of

"vacillation," this Court has found that even less deference is warranted to NLRB

determinations of independent contractor status. See, e.g., Local 777, 603 F.2d at

872 ("because of the NLRB’s history of vacillation and the basically legal nature

of the question before us, it is inappropriate for this court to extend any great

amount of deference" to the NLRB (emphasis added)).

The NLRB’s treatment of this case amounts to vacillation because the

NLRB has done here what this Court has said that it cannot do: "arbitrarily treat

similar situations dissimilarly." See Local 777, 603 F.2dat 872.22 As discussed

below, the Regional Director made a limited attempt to distinguish the NLRB’s

22 Currently, there is tension between Members of the NLRB on the appropriate

standard for determining independent contractor status, including whether
economic dependence should be a factor. In its 2005 decision in St. Joseph News-
Press, the Board majority took the view that a dissenting Member wanted to
"alter[] the legal landscape" by relying on economic dependence rather than the
established common law standard. St. Joseph News-Press, 345 N.L.R.B. at 481.
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decisions in Dial-A-Mattress and Argix, but the purported distinctions were not

material, and there was no attempt to distinguish other applicable precedent.

a. The Regional Director’s decision irreconcilably conflicts
with the NLRB’s findings of independent contractor
status in Dial-A-Mattress and Argix.

On the key factor of entrepreneurial opportunity and the predicate

independent contractor hallmarks, the facts of Dial-A-Mattress and Argix are

similar in all material respects to the facts here.23

Vehicle Ownership and Fleet Expansion Opportunity. In all three cases, the

contractors own their vehicles and are responsible for their maintenance. See

Argix, 343 N.L.R.B. at 1020 ("the most costly piece of equipment used in making

deliveries for the Employer the truck - is the owner-operators’ sole

responsibility"); Dial-A-Mattress, 326 N.L.R.B. at 891 (same); JA-39 ("The

contractors own their own vehicles, which are costly, and they are responsible for

maintenance, repair, and fuel costs.").

Significantly, in all three cases some contractors own multiple vehicles. See

Argix, 343 N.L.R.B. at 1020; Dial-A-Mattress, 326 N.L.R.B. at 893; JA-27 - JA-

29, JA-39. In Dial-A-Mattress, the NLRB found that the "the multiple truck

23 In Dial-A-Mattress, the NLRB’s companion case to RPS III, the then-NLRB

Chairman observed that the Dial-A-Mattress owner-operators that the NLRB found
to be "independent contractors" had "little opportunity" for "entrepreneurial
activities," which actually made it a "weaker case for finding independent
contractor status than [RPS II1]." Dial-A-Mattress, 326 N.L.R.B. at 895-96.
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ownership of several owner-operators suggests that the standard arrangement

offered sufficient incentives for them to want to expand their business". Dial-A-

Mattress, 326 N.L.R.B. at 893~24

Staffing and Workforce Management. Contractors in all three cases have

the right to hire their own drivers and helpers, and to set their working terms and

conditions. See Argix, 343 N.L.R.B. at 1020-21 (owner-operators are free to hire

drivers and helpers and are "ultimately responsible for supervising, paying,

withholding taxes, and obtaining workers’ compensation coverage" for their

drivers and helpers); Dial-A-Mattress, 326 N.L.R.B. at 891 (owner-operators "hire

their own employees, and have sole control over and complete responsibility for

their employees, including setting their terms and conditions of employment"); JA-

39 ("Contractors hire helpers and other drivers and determine their wages.").

Vehicle Use for Other Business; Incorporation. Some contractors in all

three cases used their vehicles and workers to engage in other business and

24 Even though the Regional Director excluded multiple work area contractors

from the bargaining units, the Regional Director should have considered evidence
of the multiple work area contractors’ entrepreneurial activities as evidence of the
entrepreneurial opportunities available to all contractors. See C.C. Eastern, 60
F.3d at 860 (finding that one example of entrepreneurial activity "shows that there
is no unwritten rule or invisible barrier preventing other drivers from likewise
exercising their contractual right"); Dial-A-Mattress, 326 N.L.R.B. at 884 n.7
("[T]he fact that they may have larger operations, with more trucks and employees,
does not necessarily mean that they have a different status from the other owner-
operators. Rather, any differences appear to reflect the fact that they have chosen
to avail themselves of the opportunities open to allowner-operators."~,.
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incorporated their business. See Argix, 343 N.L.R.B. at 1020 (finding that "at least

two owner-operators have curtailed their services for the Employer in order to

work elsewhere 1 day a week"); Dial-A-Mattress, 326 N.L.R.B. at 891 (finding

that "two owner-operators have used their vehicles to make deliveries for other

companies"); JA-15, JA-23 JA-24 (contractor used vehicle to deliver equipment

for a repair company); JA-380 (finding that contractor used vehicles to operate a

magazine distribution business); JA- 156, JA- 165 JA- 166 (contractors use their

vehicles to run a landscape construction business, and to sell shrimp).

Control of Material Work Details. The contractors in all three cases have

the right to control the material details of their work: the order of deliveries, routes

to be taken, and start, stop, and break times. See Argix, 343 N.L.R.B. at 1021;

Dial-A-Mattress, 326 N.L.R.B. at 892; JA-17, JA-39.

The Regional Director diminished or disregarded these hallmark factors and

other material similarities by focusing on a few incorrect or immaterial

differences.25 For instance, the Regional Director found that in Argix and Dial-A-

25 In Dial-A-Mattress, the then-Board Chairman concluded that "there is simply no

meaningful difference between the owner-operators here and those in [RPS II1],"
and referred to his colleagues as "overemphasizing" certain differences and
"ignoring or unduly limiting the significance" of other factors. Dial-A-Mattress,
326 N.L.R.B. at 893. This Court has refused to enforce NLRB orders that are
based on a similarly flawed analysis, as is the case here. See Yellow Taxi, 721 F.2d
at 379, 383 n.39 (denying enforcement when decision "strings together a number
of minor factors as indicative of employee status" and "overemphasizes and
overstates facts it considers to be favorable to its conclusion").
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Mattress, contractors’ vehicles were not required to be of any particular make,

model, or color. JA-40. Yet, here as well there is no vehicle make or model

requirement, and the only difference identified by the Regional Director involved

vehicle color and logo size ("larger than required by DOT regulation"). JA-12

JA-13, JA-52 (footnote 25). This is a distinction without legal significance.26

Significantly, the Regional Director’s reliance on the fact that contractors in

Argix "were not assigned specific routes" and could elect to not accept routes on

certain days, see JA-40, actually underscores how this case is a stronger one for

independent contractor status because contractors here have an exclusive propriety

interest in their service areas. See Glens Falls Newspapers, Inc., 303 N.L.R.B. at

616 (finding "independent contractor" status when contractors had "a proprietary

interest in their routes").

This also highlights a fundamental error by the Regional Director - failing to

appreciate that contractors here, unlike in Argix, own transferable, exclusive

proprietary interests in their service areas; that the contractors’ acceptance of the

26 The Regional Director could not, as a matter of law, rely on FI-ff)’s efforts to

comply with government regulations or to achieve the ultimate end of customer
service. See C.C. Eastern, 60 F.3d at 859 ("where a company’s control over an
aspect of the worker’s performance is motivated by a concern for customer service,
that control does not suggest an employment relationship"); NA VL, 869 F.2d at 599
("employer efforts to ensure the worker’s compliance with government
regulations, even when those efforts restrict the manner and means of performance,
do not weigh in favor of employee status"); Yellow Taxi, 721 F.2d at 374-75
("Courts have consistently held that regulation imposed by governmental
authorities does not evidence employer control.").
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obligation to make deliveries in their service areas is a part of the bargain for that

exclusive proprietary interest; that contractors can hire others to perform the work;

and that contractors can transfer packages to other contractors for delivery. See

JA-30, JA-38, JA-351 - JA-354, JA-460 - JA-463, JA-479, JA-500 - JA-506, JA-

518, JA-523, JA-533 - JA-546, JA-576 - JA-623; JA-656 - JA-657. JA-785, JA-

788. The Regional Director utterly failed to recognize this distinctive hallmark

factor and its material implications.

Similarly, the Regional Director erroneously relied on a false notion that

contractors for FHD receive "guaranteed income,’’27 whereas the contractors in

Argix and Dial-A-Mattress did not. This is a false and misplaced notion, including

because in all three cases, income between contractors varied widely. See Argix,

343 N.L.R.B. at 1021; Dial-A-Mattress, 326 N.L.R.B. at 887; JA-21 - JA-22.28

While the NLRB did not specify the amount of variation in Dial-A-Mattress, there

is greater variation in gross earnings among contractors here (in some cases

exceeding a $200,000 difference, with a number of contractors grossing well in

excess of $100,000) than in Argix (generally less than a $50,000 difference with no

27 The Regional Director’s concept of "guaranteed income" involves a

misconception of the elements of the contractors’ settlement. The settlement is
earned only upon the contractors’ rendering of performance under the Operating
Agreement and achieving the desired result.
28 Further, in all three cases, contractors did not receive fringe benefits. See JA-

21; Argix, 343 N.L.R.B. at !019; Dial-A-Mattress, 326 N.L.R.B. at 886.
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contractor grossing more than $92,130). See Argix, 343 N.L.R.B. at 1021; JA-21 -

JA-22, JA-782 - JA-784.

The record evidence proves that the contractors here, like the contractors in

Dial-A-Mattress and Argix, are not "employees" within the meaning of the Act.

Neither the Regional Director nor the two Board Members who denied FHD’s

request for review distinguished Argix or Dial-A-Mattress in any meaningful way.

b. The Regional Director’s decision conflicts with findings
of "independent contractor" status in St. Joseph and
Arizona Republic.

Neither did the Regional Director or Board panel reconcile the conclusion

here with the NLRB’s 2005 decision in St. Joseph, finding newspaper delivery

drivers to be independent contractors. St. Joseph, 345 N.L.R.B. at 474. The

material facts of St. Joseph on the hallmark factors are similar to those here.

Notably, the NLRB in St. Joseph distinguished RPS III based on its

conclusion that the contractors in RPS III did not have much opportunity to affect

their compensation. Id. at 479. According to the NLRB, the most important

distinguishing factor showing the contractors’ ability to affect their compensation

in St. Joseph was that they could "hold contracts on multiple routes", "hire full-

time substitutes", and exercise "complete control over their substitutes’ terms and

conditions of employment." Id. The NLRB held that "the freedom to hold
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multiple contracts and to use substitutes provided the carriers here with

entrepreneurial opportunities." Id. at 480.

These same material factors are undeniably present here. It is undisputed

that all contractors can, and many do, (1) "hold contracts on multiple routes"; (2)

hire others to do the work; and (3) exercise "complete control" over their hires’

working terms and conditions. See JA-27 - JA-29, JA-727. Contractors here do

affect their income, costs, and profits in materials way as a result of their

investment, risk, hiring, and management decisions. See JA-21 (finding that the

three contractors who grossed over $150,000 in 2005 were multiple route

contractors).

Although it post-dates the Regional Director’s decision, the NLRB’s most

recent decision in Arizona Republic, 349 N.L.R.B. No. 95 (May 8, 2007) further

demonstrates the irreconcilable conflict between the NLRB’s conclusion in this

case and its own precedent. In finding independent contractor status in Arizona

Republic, the NLRB relied on a set of facts that mirror the facts in this case. See

id., slip op. at 7.

In sum, the NLRB’s conclusion that contractors are "employees" (1) fails to

correct the Regional Director’s exclusion of material evidence on the key factor of

entrepreneurial opportunity; (2) disregards the established hallmarks of

independent contractor status; (3) unduly relies on the NLRB’s ten-year old
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decision in RPS III that was based on a record that does not reflect the business

relationship at FHD; (4) conflicts with its own, and more recent, precedent; and (5)

amounts to the sort of "vacillation" that has caused this Court to reverse other

NLRB decisions. The NLRB’s self-contradicting conclusion cannot be a "fairly

Accordingly, thisconflicting" one. It is contrary to this Court’s precedent as well.

Court should deny enforcement of the NLRB’s order.

II. The NLRB Erred in Overruling FHD’s Objection to the Elections Based
on the Union’s Distribution of an Altered Sample Ballot.

The NLRB’s order should not be enforced also because of Union

misconduct that tainted the elections. To protect its impartiality and voter free

choice, the NLRB’s Official Notice of Election mandates in bold, capitalized

words a "WARNING" that it "MUST NOT BE DEFACED B YANYONE." See

JA-843 JA-845. The Union violated this anti-defacing mandate by placing an

"X" in the Yes box of an NLRB sample ballot copied from the NLRB’s Official

Notice of Election. JA-831, JA’835.

To carry out its deception, the Union deleted every trace of the NLRB’s

warning, disclaimer, and statement of neutrality from the defaced ballot - it

removed the warning that the sample ballot "MUST NOT BE DEFACED" and

the notices to voters that "ANY MARKINGS THAT YOU MAY SEE ON ANY

SAMPLE BALLOT OR ANYWHERE ON THIS NOTICE HAVE BEEN

MADE BY SOMEONE OTHER THAN THE NATIONAL LABOR
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RELATIONS BOARD" and that "THE NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS

BOARD... DOES NOT ENDORSE ANY CHOICE IN THE ELECTION."

JA-67 (emphasis added). The Union left in tact the NLRB’s seals and government

and agency names from the counterfeit ballot. JA-71. Then, just days before the

elections, the Union sent the official-looking Union-Yes ballot to every voter

without disclosing itself as the creator. JA-69.

A. The NLRB Erred in Finding That the Union’s Counterfeit NLRB
Sample Ballot Did Not Have a Tendency to Mislead Voters.

The NLRB overruled FHD’s election objection. The NLRB’s conclusion

should be reversed because it is not supported by "substantial evidence" and

because it is not "reasonable and consistent with applicable precedent." Service

Corp. Int’l v. NLRB, 495 F.3d 681,684 (D.C. Cir. 2007) (citations omitted).

Where, like here, a party that creates an altered sample ballot decides not to

take the simple measure of disclosing itself as such, the issue is whether the altered

ballot had "’the tendency to mislead [voters] into believing that the NLRB favors

one [of the parties to the election.]’". Service Corp. Int’l, 495 F.3d at 685 (quoting

SDC Investment, Inc., 274 N.L.R.B. 556, 557 (1995)). The NLRB held in Sofitel,

343 N.L.R.B. 769 (2004), and it recently re-affirmed that where, like here, the

NLRB’s disclaimer language does not appear on altered NLRB sample ballots,

voters might perceive the ballots to be official NLRB documents that endorse a
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party.

2007).

Ryder Memorial Hospital, 351 N.L.R.B. No. 26, slip op. at 2 (Sept. 28,

The NLRB’s Conclusion is Unreasonable and Contrary to Its Own
Precedent.

In the NLRB’s decision in Sofitel, the union mailed voters a one-page copy

of the middle panel of an NLRB election notice, which contained the sample

ballot. Sofitel, 343 N.L.R.B. at 769. The ballot was nearly identical to the official

sample ballot, except that it had a large, handwritten "X" in the "Yes" box, a

handwritten phrase "Please - Yes it can be done" (with a square drawn around the

word "Yes"), and each recipient’s first name was handwritten on the document.

Id. The union’s return address was printed on the envelope. The NLRB found that

the ballot had the tendency to mislead voters. Id. at 770-71.

The material facts here are more objectionable. Unlike Sofitel, the

counterfeit NLRB sample ballot here contains no handwritten statements like,

"Please - Yes it can be done," or hand-written names. Instead, it is an official-

looking, professionally prepared document virtually identical to the NLRB’s

official sample ballot, except for the anti-defacing mandate, disclaimer, and

statement of neutrality, which the Union deleted. See JA-83 7. As the ALJ found,

the Union’s sample ballot manipulation was well doneit was "centered" and

there were "no truncated incomplete words." JA-70.
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Neither the ALJ, nor the NLRB panel that summarily denied FHD’s

exceptions, explained why the Union’s surgical and complete removal of the

NLRB’s anti-defacement warning and statement of neutrality did not have a

"tendency" to mislead voters, as in Sofitel. To the contrary, the ALJ acknowledged

that the counterfeit NLRB ballot prominently displayed the NLRB’s name and

official seal, and he acknowledged NLRB precedent holding that this indicates to

voters that the ballot is "official". JA-71. The ALJ noted also that in Oak Hill

Funeral Home, 345 N.L.R.B. No. 35 (2005), the presence of"partial phrases and

words" on the face of the sample ballot "added to the impression that the

employees were not in possession of an official NLRB document." JA-71. Yet,

the ALJ ignored the fact that the Union here took care to remove all "partial

phrases and words" from its counterfeit sample ballot.

Instead, the ALJ resorted to "extrinsic considerations" that do not explain

the departure from Sofitel, namely that the NLRB’s Notice of Election, with the

disclaimer language, was separately available and that the Union sent the altered

sample ballots with other materials in envelopes containing its return address. JA-

71 - JA-72. This analysis, however, conflicts with Sofitel’s holding that separately

available notices do not ameliorate altered sample ballots and that a "Union’s

return address on the envelope containing the sample ballot.., does not establish
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the source" of the ballot. Sofitel, 343 N.L.R.B. at 770-71.29 These extrinsic factors

do not outweigh the material fact that the Union’s surgically altered official-

looking sample ballot was objectionably misleading on its face.

The NLRB recently reaffirmed Sofitel’s holding that when, like here, the

"Board’s complete disclaimer language does not appear on separately

distributed altered sample ballots," voters "might perceive the ballots to be

official Board documents that endorse one party or another." Ryder Memorial

Hospital, 351 N.L.R.B. No. 26, slip op. at 2 (emphasis added).3° As a matter of

law, that is the perception that the Union’s counterfeit ballot created here. The

NLRB did not reconcile this when it summarily denied FHD’s exceptions to the

ALJ’s recommendation. No deference is due to such a conclusion. Service Corp.

Int 7, 495 F.3d at 684. The NLRB’s decision should be reversed.

CONCLUSION

For all of the foregoing reasons, FHD respectfully submits that the NLRB’s

decision should be reversed on the issue of whether contractors for FHD are

independent contractors within the meaning of Section 2(3) of the NLRA. The

29 Similarly, neither does the fact that Union made other mailings identify the

source of the altered ballot. JA-73.
30 The NLRB added disclaimer language within the four comers of the sample

ballot itself which, if removed, will be "per se objectionable." Id. at 3 n. 13
(emphasis added). Before Ryder, the disclaimer language appeared only at the
lower portion of the Notice of Election (which contained the sample ballot). Id. at
2-3 & Appendix A.
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NLRB’s decision on this issue does not involve its administrative expertise and

therefore does not warrant the normal level of deference. At a minimum, the

independent contractor status issue should be remanded for proper consideration of

relevant and material evidence of entrepreneurial activity that was improperly

excluded by the Regional Director.

FHD further submits that the NLRB’s decision should be reversed based on

the Union’s distribution of an altered sample ballot that had a tendency to mislead

voters in the underlying union representation elections. The NLRB’s conclusion to

the contrary is erroneous and contrary to its own precedent.
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